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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

According to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, the agency "is actively engaged in safety

surveillance" of the COVID shots. They also claim that medical doctors and epidemiologists at the

FDA and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention "continuously screen and analyze" reports Fled

with the Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) "to identify potential signals that would

indicate the need for further study."  Facts suggest otherwise.

Even oLcials at the FDA itself have stated that VAERS is not operating as intended, and that safety

signals are not being addressed. Among them are Peter Marks, director of the Center for Biologics

Evaluation and Research, and Narayan Nair, the FDA division director who oversees VAERS.

Both spoke to investigative reporter Jennifer Block, whose article on the failures of VAERS was

published in The BMJ in November 2023.

"VAERS is supposed to be user friendly, responsive, and transparent. However,

investigations by The BMJ have uncovered that it’s not meeting its own standards.

Not only have staFng levels failed to keep pace with the unprecedented number of reports

since the rollout of COVID vaccines but there are signs that the system is overwhelmed,

reports aren’t being followed up, and signals are being missed," Block writes.

"VAERS’s standard operating procedure for COVID-19 states that reports must be

processed quickly, within days of receipt. ‘Serious reports’ trigger the requisition of medical

records and at minimum a ‘manual review,’ while deaths and other ‘adverse events of

special interest’ may undergo a more ‘in-depth’ clinical review by CDC staff.

However, The BMJ has learnt that in the face of an unprecedented 1.7 million reports since

the rollout of COVID vaccines, VAERS’s staFng was likely not commensurate with the

demands of reviewing the serious reports submitted, including reports of death.

While other countries have acknowledged deaths that were ‘likely’ or ‘probably’ related to

mRNA vaccination, the CDC — which says that it has reviewed nearly 20, 000 preliminary

reports of death using VAERS (far more than other countries) — has not acknowledged a

single death linked to mRNA vaccines."

Unprecedented In7ux of Reports Is a Clue in Itself

Before the COVID pandemic, VAERS received an average of 60,000 adverse event reports after

vaccination each year. In the Frst year of the rollout of the experimental gene therapies against

COVID (2021), reports skyrocketed to 1 million.

By the end of October 2023, the number of reports associated with the COVID shots was 1,605,764

and, according to Block, nearly 1 in 5 of those reports involves a "serious" adverse event.

In 2021, few had ever heard of VAERS and medical staff were not instructed to Fle reports. In fact,

there are many stories out there of medical staff being discouraged from doing so. Yet despite the

lack of awareness and the intentional suppression of reporting, record setting numbers of adverse

event reports were and continue to be Fled.

That alone tells us something, and should have set off alarm bells at the FDA and CDC, which share

responsibility for the VAERS database. Yet no bells have gone off, and both agencies nonchalantly

insist that these data in no way re\ect a potential problem.

Egregious Lies About VAERS

The video above features testimony from then-CDC director Dr. Rochelle Walensky and then-

director of the National Institutes of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) Dr. Anthony Fauci.

Both claimed they had no idea how many deaths had been recorded in VAERS following the COVID

shot — something which could have been done on the spot using a smartphone.

Even more egregious, Walensky claimed that "all" side effects are reported to VAERS. "So, if you get

hit by a car shortly after being vaccinated, that gets reported in the VAER system," she said. Fauci,

apparently short on creativity, then repeated the same idiotic scenario to downplay the importance

and value of VAERS as a pharmacovigilance system.

The fact of the matter is, there’s no artiFcial intelligence that automatically Flls out post-vaccination

stubbed toe and fender bender reports, and no one in their right mind would spend hours Fling a

report unless they suspected a link to a recently given vaccine. VAERS is a passive, voluntary

reporting system, and the CDC was not encouraging, let alone requiring, anyone to Fle reports.
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VAERS Is Shamefully Inadequate

Many who have tried to Fle a VAERS report have been struck by how diLcult it is to use. Unless you

have all your ducks in a row and every required piece of data at your Fngertips, the system will time

out, forcing you to start all over again.

Even as artiFcial intelligence is now being used to formulate drugs from scratch,  one of the most

important pharmacovigilance databases in existence hasn’t even been equipped with an

intermittent save feature. Go Fgure.

“ Filing a VAERS report a time consuming
process. It can take several hours for a trained
medical professional to fill out a single report, and
this is time that cannot be billed to anyone. As a
result, side effects, including deaths, are massively
underreported.”

This alone makes Fling a VAERS report an enormously time-consuming process. It can take several

hours for a trained medical professional to Fll out a single report. And, mind you, that is time that

cannot be billed to anyone. If insurance were to reimburse doctors for Fling adverse event reports,

perhaps we’d get a clearer picture of the problem, but as it stands, vaccine side effects are

notoriously underreported.

The fact that the COVID jabs have racked up more than 1.6 million reports in less than three years

is in part due to the sheer number of doses administered (some 675 million in the U.S.) combined

with the fact that the shots have an unprecedented harm ratio.

There’s no evidence whatsoever to suggest that the 1.6 million reports account for most of the

harm done. No, harms are still severely underreported. Before the pandemic, investigations

concluded that only 1%  to 10%  of side effects were ever reported.

COVID era calculations suggest adverse events of the jabs are underreported by a factor ranging

from 20  to 41.  According to the CDC, COVID jab adverse effects in children, speciFcally, are

underreported by a factor of 6.5.

If we use an underreporting factor of 20, we could be looking at some 32 million Americans

adversely affected by the shots, about 9.5% of the population. If we use a factor of 41, then as

many as 65.6 million — 19.5% — may have been injured or killed.

If disability claims are any indication (and they reasonably would be), then the underreporting factor

may indeed be somewhere between 20 and 41. After remaining \at between 2014 and 2020,

disability claims suddenly jumped 15% between January 2021 and June 2023.

Anyone who thinks that’s a coincidence need to come up with a rational alternative that doesn’t

include injecting a novel gene transfer technology into 81% of the population.

What’s the Real Death Toll?

Block also highlights other problems with VAERS, including the fact that there’s a public front end,

and a private back end that public users aren’t allowed to see. The biggest problem with that is that

the public facing one only contains the initial reports. Corrections and updates on outcomes go into

the private facing end.

As a result, we have no idea how many of the injuries may have resulted in death, weeks or months

after the initial report was Fled. In other words, the death count we see when we look at VAERS is

the number of reports Fled where death was the reason for Fling the report in the Frst place.

We cannot see how many of those hospitalized or diagnosed with serious injuries ended up dying

after the report was Fled. Only the CDC and FDA have access to the updated reports.

The drawback of this should be obvious. It can leave the public with the false impression that

deaths are less common than they are. We also don’t know how many injuries end up progressing

and resulting in permanent disability, or how many of them resolve.

So, how many people have died over and above the 36,501  initial reports of deaths Fled as of

October 27, 2023? We don’t know, because the FDA and CDC won’t tell us.

According to the FDA and CDC, the reason for not publicly sharing updated records is because data

derived from medical records are protected by privacy laws. However, as noted by Block, the

adverse event databases for drugs and medical devices overseen by the FDA both allow public

access to the full datasets, including updates on outcomes, without breaking medical

conFdentiality laws. So, why can’t VAERS do the same?

FDA and CDC Are Ignoring Safety Signals

Worst of all, the FDA and CDC both ignore the safety signals blaring in the VAERS data. And

because they don’t inform doctors about the potential side effects, doctors don’t make the

connection between the shot and the health problems they see in their patients. As a result, they’re

less likely to prescribe the correct tests, and less likely to arrive at the most appropriate treatment.

In a 2021 interview with journalist Alex Newman,  Dr. Peter McCullough said he was baied by the

government’s nonexistent response to the thousands of deaths that by then had already been

logged into VAERS, noting that the 1976 swine \u pandemic mass vaccination program was pulled

after just 25 deaths and a few hundred cases of paralysis. Drugs are also yanked from the market

at around 50 unexplained deaths.

The contrast in response is "alarming," McCullough said. Fast-forward two years, and the publicly

available death toll in VAERS has risen from some 3,500 to more than 36,500, yet the FDA still

insists that the shots are "safe and effective." Full stop. They’re so unconcerned they even added

the COVID jabs to the childhood vaccination schedule, with the Frst jab series to be given to

toddlers and babies as young as 6 months.

How the CDC Hides COVID Jab Dangers

Adding insult to injury, several investigations have shown the FDA  and CDC are also hiding,

manipulating and/or falsifying data in a variety of ways that obfuscate the true extent of the harms.

For example, in June 2022, the CDC paused its Mortality and Morbidity Weekly Reports (MMWR) to

perform a "system upgrade."

When it came back online two months later, large numbers of jab-related death categories had been

moved, either into the COVID death category or a "holding" category for undetermined deaths,

thereby making it appear as though deaths from cancer, heart attacks and strokes are far lower

than they are.  This gaming of the algorithm appears to have been automated as of that system

update.

For the longest time, the CDC also refused to release the results of its Proportional Reporting

Ratio  (PRR) data mining, which measures how common an adverse event is for a speciFc drug

compared to all the other drugs in the database.

When the agency was Fnally forced to release the data, we discovered the PPR reveled hundreds of

safety signals,  all of which, according to the rules, require a thorough investigation to either

conFrm or rule out a possible link to the shots.

One of the few side effects of the COVID jabs that the CDC has actually acknowledged is

myocarditis (heart in\ammation), and a related condition called pericarditis (in\ammation of the

heart sack). Remarkably, the PRR monitoring results revealed there are more than 500 other

adverse events that have stronger warning signals than either of those conditions.

Below is a summary list of some of the key Fndings from the CDC’s PRR analysis released in

January 2023.

In individuals aged 18 and older, there are safety signals for 770 different adverse events, and

two-thirds of them (more than 500) have a stronger safety signal than myocarditis and

pericarditis. Of those 770 signals, 12 are brand-new conditions that have not been reported

following other vaccines.

Topping the list of safety signals are cardiovascular conditions, followed by neurological

conditions. In third and fourth place are thromboembolic conditions and pulmonary conditions.

Death is sixth on the list and cancer is 11th. Considering the uptick we’ve seen in aggressive

cancers, the fact that death tops cancer really says something.

The number of serious adverse events reported between mid-December 2020 and the end of

July 2022 (just over 19 months) for the COVID jabs is 5.5 times greater than all serious reports

for vaccines given to adults in the U.S. over the last 13 years (approximately 73,000 versus

13,000).

Twice as many COVID jab reports were classiFed as serious compared to all other vaccines

given to adults (11% vs. 5.5%), which meets the deFnition of a safety signal.

The proportions of reported deaths, which was only provided for the 18+ age group, was 14% for

the COVID jabs compared to 4.7% for all other vaccines. As noted by Fenton,  "If the CDC wish

[sic] to claim that the probability a COVID vaccine adverse event results in death is not

signiFcantly higher than that of other vaccines the onus is on them to come up with some other

causal explanation for this difference."

In the 12- to 17-year-old age group, there are 96 safety signals, including myocarditis,

pericarditis, Bell’s Palsy, genital ulcerations, high blood pressure, menstrual irregularities, cardiac

valve incompetency, pulmonary embolism, cardiac arrhythmia, thrombosis, pericardial and

pleural effusion, appendicitis and perforated appendix, immune thrombocytopenia, chest pain

and increased troponin levels (indicative of heart damage).

In the 5- to 11-year-old group, there are 66 safety signals, including myocarditis, pericarditis,

ventricular dysfunction, cardiac valve incompetency, pericardial and pleural effusion, chest pain,

appendicitis and appendectomies, Kawasaki’s disease, menstrual irregularities and vitiligo.

The CDC ignoring a clear signal for death is probably the most egregious example of its failures as

a public health institution. As early as July 2021, Matthew Crawford published a three-part

series  detailing how the CDC was hiding safety signals by using a \awed formula.

In August that year, Steve Kirsch informed the agency of these problems, but was ignored. Then, in

an October 3, 2022, article,  Kirsch went on to show how "death" should have triggered a signal

even when using the CDC’s \awed formula.

The CDC also hides the severity of side effects by using several categories for the same disease.

For example, "cardiac failure acute," "cardiac failure," "infarction," "myocardial strain" and "myocardial

Fbrosis" are listed as separate categories, even though in real life they’re all potential effects of

myocarditis.

By separating them, you end up with fewer frequency counts per category, thereby preventing the

triggering of a warning signal. If related categories were merged, far stronger safety signals would

likely emerge.

Resources for Those Injured by the COVID Jab

Data from across the world testify to a singular fact; that the COVID shots are the most dangerous

drugs ever deployed. By turning a blind eye to the massacre and gaslighting the public with

ridiculous and easily provable lies, the FDA and CDC are disqualiFed from making public health

recommendations. You follow their advice at your own peril.

If you already got one or more COVID jabs and are now reconsidering, you’d be wise to avoid all

vaccines from here on, as you need to end the assault on your body. Even if you haven’t experienced

any obvious side effects, your health may still be impacted long-term, so don’t take any more shots.

If you’re suffering from side effects, your Frst order of business is to eliminate the spike protein

that your body is producing. Two remedies that can do this are hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin.

Both drugs bind and facilitate the removal of spike protein.

The Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC) has developed a post-vaccine treatment

protocol called I-RECOVER. Since the protocol is continuously updated as more data become

available, your best bet is to download the latest version straight from the FLCCC website at

covid19criticalcare.com.

For additional suggestions, check out the World Health Council’s spike protein detox guide,  which

focuses on natural substances like herbs, supplements and teas. Sauna therapy can also help

eliminate toxic proteins by stimulating autophagy.

Our Black Friday Extended Sale ends soon, so don’t wait — stock up, and save on everything you

need for your health, home and pet today.
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Lied? Oh No, say it ain't so. The massive Tsunami of negatives, deaths, disabilities, growing higher and higher after going on four years.
Plainly been seen by those who have lost their blinders, joining the ranks of those who saw from the start or shortly after. The dam of lies,
pooh poohing away with some of the lamest reasoning has cracks growing bigger as the weight of the Tsunami of Lies pounds at it. The
biggest problem for those peddling Safe and Effective is the revelation nearly the whole system, soup to nuts is built on the same Bull
Spit. It is just before it was all explained away as a whoopsie, or one bad actor corporation, or study, gee, waddaya gonna do? The bigger
revelation yet, pick nearly any Global Too Big to Fail Corporate Monopoly and the same skullduggery is going on from the research,
journals, Legacy Media, Owned Employee Politicians and so on.

Their practice of taking the many events apart and away from ground zero cause and pretending they have nothing to do with the ground
zero cause are too many little Fres they can't control anymore. Now they are becoming like the massive forest Fres where all the little
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Are COVID Jab Deaths Being Covered Up?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola

The Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) does not meet its own standards, and safety signals are not being addressed

Before the COVID pandemic, VAERS received an average of 60,000 adverse event reports after vaccination each year. In the Frst year of the

rollout of the experimental gene therapies against COVID (2021), reports skyrocketed to 1 million. By the end of October 2023, the number

of reports associated with the COVID shots was 1,605,764, and nearly 1 in 5 of those reports involves a “serious” adverse event



The U.S. Food and Drug Administration and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, which share responsibility for VAERS, insist

these data in no way re\ect a potential problem with the COVID shots



Filing a VAERS report is a time-consuming process. It can take several hours for a trained medical professional to Fll out a single report, and

this is time that cannot be billed to anyone. As a result, side effects, including deaths, are massively underreported



VAERS has a public front end and a private back end that public users aren’t allowed to see. The public database only contains the initial

reports. Corrections and updates on outcomes go into the private-facing end. As a result, we have no idea how many of the injuries have

resulted in death after an initial report was Fled. The death count we see when we look at VAERS is the number of reports Fled where death

was the reason for Fling the report in the Frst place. This “dual system” can leave the public with the false impression that deaths are less

common than they are. We also don’t know how many injuries end up progressing and resulting in permanent disability, or how many of

them resolve
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zero cause are too many little Fres they can't control anymore. Now they are becoming like the massive forest Fres where all the little
ones come together to create a massive Fre beast one cannot possibly ignore. To bad this behavior has taken decades, if not a century to
be revealed. You cannot have One Dictator be the Judge and Jury making the decisions, and we certainly cannot have the
offenders/criminals be their own Judge and Jury either.
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Yes, Just, lies, lies and more lies to hide the crimes against humanity of the Covid “vaccines” THE DEFENDER IN-DEPTH’: VAERS
INTENTIONALLY UNDERCOUNTING, OBSCURING VACCINE INJURY DATA, EXPERT SAYS The Defender In-Depth’: VAERS
Intentionally Undercounting, Obscuring Vaccine Injury Data, Expert Says This week's edition of “The Defender In-Depth” included
an interview with Albert Benavides, an expert on the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS), who took viewers on a
deep dive into what really is happening with vaccine-related injuries and deaths. They are counted. Benavides, founder of
VAERSAware.com, discussed numerous deFciencies in the VAERS system that he believes contribute to the signiFcant
underreporting of deaths and serious adverse events.

Benavides, who has extensive experience in HMO claims auditing, data analytics, medical billing, and revenue cycle management,
also explained how two parallel VAERS systems operate, and only one of these systems is available to the public. The
public-facing system does not contain updates made to VAERS reports after the initial reports were submitted. Benavides shared a
presentation highlighting key Fndings he identiFed when studying the VAERS data, arguing that many of these discrepancies, in his
opinion, are intentional and obscure the true extent of vaccine-related deaths and adverse events.
.childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/defender-in-depth-podcast-albert-b..  (11/23/2023).------
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A researcher named Albert Benavides conducted an analysis of data on the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS),
which is maintained by the CDC and the FDA. What he found is that there are hundreds of serious adverse events associated with
the Wuhan coronavirus vaccines that these two federal agencies are hiding from the public. The COVID “vaccines” are the most
dangerous vaccines in human history. The Chinese virus “vaccines” are 800 times more deadly than the smallpox vaccine, which
held the previous record. Fauci Flu Hits Have Already Killed Thousands of Americans and Permanently Disabled Many More
stevekirsch.substack.com/.../new-vaers-analysis-reveals-hundreds  
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The more people pick up on the reality of No Liability for Vaccines and just what this means for Vaxxx safety is just one Linch pin if
pulled reveals decades of misconduct. To realize the VAERs originally was meant to determine if Vax damage of sorts were
present to proceed to Vaccine Court to have the Taxpayer foot the bill for Big Pharma caused Vaxxx damages, because it was
determined some Vaxxx damage cannot be avoided, despite how safe and effective they are supposed to be. A critical mass of
awareness needed to Fnally address how all of these elements have set forth a massive corruption the direct opposite of what has
been said these are for. Crass manipulation as a lust for ProFt$ at its most benign, now plainly seen as also part of a mass
depopulation agenda. Crimes against humanity. Hitler must feel like a preschool kid at this point.
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Both you and Guillermou said what I thought beautifully. We are being lied to here in Canada as well.
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Lorijean, the other big Fre...it's is Global. It will all need to be addressed Globally from the Local Level Ground Up.
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Prominent Japanese scientist Dr. Masanori Fukushima has warned that the damage caused by C-19 vaccines is now a global
problem. Dr. Masanori Fukushima Fled a lawsuit against the Japanese government for hiding the truth about COVID-19 injections
below. www.brighteon.com/0339147a-4952-4be9-947a-9a864b3d7d04  (2023).--- In the video below, Hirofumi Yanagase, a
member of Japan's House of Councilors, talks about the rise in excess deaths in Japan related to COVID vaccines. The Worldwide
Corona Crisis, Global Goup d'Etat Against Humanity, was published in Japanese.

www.globalresearch.ca/video-japan-waking-up-facts-covid-19-injections-..  (03/18/2023).----- Why would so many countries be
big and small, rich and poor, in different parts of the world, some with congested cities, some sparsely populated, cold weather or
hot weather, tropical or desert, high altitude or low altitude, small islands or landlocked — why would they all see increases in
COVID-19 deaths after mass vaccination?. The graphics in the link:
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-vaccine-deaths-cause-unknown..  (2023)
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Hi Steve, Gui and everyone, this past Wednesday, Michael N. at CHD had an interesting morning interview with Albert Benevides,
showing his own data analysis of VAERS data. Albert goes into depth, explaining what he is seeing from the VAERS inputs or
mistakes, or not bothering to go back and Fll in empty Felds. Albert is implying that a lot of data is simply misplaced or lost by the
way this system is being handled, with some data delayed by a year or more before it shows up. This explains one way important
safety signals are being minimized or hidden from view. Starting at about 8 minutes in on this link:
live.childrenshealthdefense.org/chd-tv/shows/good-morning-chd/vaers-un..  - discussion is about 40 minutes.
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Data contained in the government-run Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) conclusively shows that many more
people have died from the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) "vaccines." than the government admits. In about 30 seconds, researcher
Steve Kirsch was able to query VAERS and determine, based on the "starting curve," that at least 676,000 Americans have died
from Fauci's \u vaccines. This translates to one death for every 1,000 injection doses administered. This estimate takes into
account that some of the vaccines had a double initial dose while others were a single dose. No matter how you look at it, these
things are much deadlier than anyone is told, except by people like Kirsch, who report on it independently.

According to Kirsch, a shocking 72 percent of SIU death reports in VAERS' 33-year history, even if it exists, all come from one
category of vaccine: Covid shots. "Unlike other vaccines, COVID vaccines continue to kill people for months and years after
injection," Kirsch says. "The statistics I have been able to gather estimate that COVID vaccines kill 1 person per 1,000 doses. These
vaccines are not even remotely safe, so we don't even have to get into a discussion about whether they are effective. ... "They are
clearly unsafe and no one should take them." kirschsubstack.com/.../vaers-data-is-crystal-clear-the-covid  (2023)
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WHY DO SO MANY PEOPLE HATE VAERS? The government never wanted a public vaccine injury database—it was forced to make
it. Since vaccines were Frst invented, governments and the medical profession have had a compulsive need to defend the
products, regardless of how much they hurt people, how much they fail to work, or how unnecessary they are (e.g. because the
disease in question is unlikely to ever harm people or a safe and effective treatment for it already exists). Some of the recurring
themes you see in the forgotten vaccine disasters include: 1)Creating an “emergency” situation which is used to justify cutting
corners on vaccine 2)Assuming rather than verifying that the vaccine actually works before giving it to the population.

3)Burying data or test results that show the current vaccine should not be given to human beings and gagging government
scientists who raised concerns about the product. 4)Allowing a dangerous and unsafe process be used to mass produce the
vaccines. This commonly occurs when switching from the clinical trials (which requires a much smaller amount of the vaccine to
be produced) to the general market. 5)Choosing a cheaper (and hence more proFtable) production process rather than a safer (but
more expensive and thus less proFtable) vaccine production process.

6)Having everyone repeat the mantra that “the vaccines is safe and effective” and that there is no evidence to the contrary—to the
point medical professionals come to believe this is so even when they see the injuries with their own eyes. PAST VACCINE
DISASTERS. In the Frst part and second part of this series, I attempted to compile forgotten news reports on many other vaccine
disasters. In the link_ www.midwesterndoctor.com/p/why-do-so-many-people-hate-the-vaccine-1d7?..  (11/24/2023)
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Professor Angus Dalgleish, a renowned oncologist practising in the UK, recently wrote an open letter to the editor-in-chief of the
medical journal The BMJ, urging the journal that harmful effects of Covid injections be “aired and debated immediately” because
cancers and other diseases are rapidly progressing among “boosted” people. Professor Dalgleish is a Professor of Oncology at St
George’s, University of London. His letter to Dr. Kamran Abbasi, the Editor in Chief of the BMJ, was written in support of a
colleague’s plea to Dr. Abbasi that the BMJ make valid informed consent for Covid vaccination a priority topic. Read Prof.
Dalgleish’s letter in the link: expose-news.com/2023/11/23/cancer-post-covid-vaccination-oncologist/?c..  (11/23/2023)
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VAERS DATA - HAVE THOSE RESPONSIBLE COMMITTED FEDERAL CRIMES BY THROTTLING, OBFUSCATING, DELETING AND NOT
CURATING OBVIOUS ERRORS? WELCOMETHEEAGLE88’S - ALBERT BENAVIDES EXPOSES THE CDC/FDA
peterhalligan.substack.com/p/vaers-data-have-those-responsible?utm_sou..
 (11/23/2023).------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ EXCELLENT COMMENT ON THE FRAUD IN
THE VAERS SYSTEM AS PER CDC/FDA/WHO INSTRUCTIONS CATCH 22 IN REPORTING THAT MIGHT MEAN THAT THE UNDER
REPORTING FACTOR WAS AND IS MUCH HIGHER Joy Lucette Garner Writes Joy’s Newsletter 12 hrs ago.

.. ------3. Since VAERS will reject all reported deaths and injuries if the Frst symptoms appear more than 30 days after vaccination,
we might get to that "less than 1%" reporting rate for CV-19 jabs for those who got the 2nd jab more than 2 weeks prior to onset of
symptoms, but NOT for those whose symptoms began more than 2 weeks after their 2nd jab. And since the worst lots typically
produced symptoms immediately, or almost immediately, after injection, the CDC knew their directive to the hospitals would
effectively eliminate almost all reporting of injuries and deaths.

The CDC effectively (intentionally) eliminated potential reports on anyone who got sick (or died) after the 1st jab (alone) and ALSO
those who were injured or died within 2 weeks of the 2nd jab. This left only a NARROW portion of deaths and injuries that would
even be allowed into their system, to include ONLY those who got sick or died 2 weeks after their 2nd jab, but NOT those who got
sick and/or died 30 days after their 2nd jab. peterhalligan.substack.com/p/excellent-comment-on-the-fraud-in?utm_sou..
 (11/24/2023)
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And yet, how many still refuse to accept the truth! Is it mainly because now they would have to admit that they were caught,
hook,line and sinker? How can one admit to such stupidity? As for one dictator, we have fallen for that line since the beginnig of
time! Why ele did we have the Caesars, Hitlers, etc. People fell for their messages of we are superior, therefore deserve, indeed are
entited to rule! So much easier to let someone else make the decisions, tell us what to do, not do, no effort on our part, just do as
told! Easier for the sheep to follow than lead!
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Katherine Watt Exposes DOD 'Kill Box' Against Humanity www.brighteon.com/92a836ff-16d3-4841-aacd-47cb619e33c2  Sunday
Nov 19, 2023 Katherine Watt on Worldstage with Bruce de Torres
tntradiolive.podbean.com/e/katherine-watt-on-worldstage-with-bruce-de-..  [****]
mcdn.podbean.com/mf/download/j73mca/20443_Bruce_de_Torres_HR2_NOV19_Ka..  For those working at the state and county
level in the United States. Katherine Watt Nov 17, 2023 Events presented as “deadly global pandemics” to justify the initial
adoption of those state- and county-level laws and the current expansion push, were not deadly global pandemics at all, which are
not biologically possible, but were only facsimiles of deadly global pandemics combined with extensive state and county
indoctrination programs (federally-funded and directed) to ensure that health care workers and law enforcement oLcers would
respond to linguistic-legal cues (federal claims about the existence of a 'public health emergency') with programmed authoritarian
behaviors (lockdown, testing, distancing and masking orders, programs and enforcement), so that people would submit to
biochemical weapons labeled as treatments and vaccines (maximum lethality with maximum deniability) as the compliance
conditions under which lockdown, testing, distancing and masking programs would be reduced.

bailiwicknews.substack.com/p/for-those-working-at-the-state-and  Weaponization of Disease Agents Real technologies or sci-F
narratives?

Sasha Latypova Nov 24, 2023 sashalatypova.substack.com/.../weaponization-of-disease-agents  Do the bioweapon methods
employed during engineered global eugenical culls really require cover-ups? Prolly not, especially after they're already deployed.
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I hate to be blunt about it, but this was a calculated plan by our government and other governments to depopulate while at the same time
making money on knowingly killing and/or injuring people. World population needs to be greatly reduced in order to usher in global
governance.....sick and evil.
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Recent reports from the Governments of the USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, the UK, and various European countries have
brought forth troubling revelations, among which is conFrmation of a staggering number of excess deaths, reaching over two
million since the mass roll-out of Covid-19 injections. A troubling 120,000 excess deaths have also been recorded among the
USA’s infants, children and young adults as of week 40 of 2022, and a curious rise in excess deaths among children across Europe
has been recorded ever since the European Medicines Agency (EMA) extended the Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) of the
PFzer Covid-19 injection to children in the middle of 2021.

With further Government Fgures conFrming mortality rates are highest among the vaccinated in every single age group per
100,000 population, serious questions are now being raised about the accuracy and potential truth behind Deagel’s apocalyptic
depopulation predictions. expose-news.com/2023/11/19/pFzer-reports-covid-vaccinated-death-rates..  (11/12/2023)
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One thing is for sure! The demonic possessed (infested) people doing all of this killing really round tabled it good. It was all thought out
thoroughly from every angle for a long time. And, we can be sure that the rest of their plans moving forward have been planned just as
thoroughly. The sky's here in southern FL are plastered almost everyday with chem trails from one end of the sky to the other. It is so
obvious, but most people don't notice it. They have everyone looking down at their phones. They seem obsessed with putting their mRNA
into the farm animals and also into vegetable plants to get those of us that were smart enough to not take it by their needle. Some are
aware, but most are not. It is all so insane that people refuse to believe it.
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The FDA and the CDC aren't the only health authorities that share the blame in this genocide. Dr. Fauci and Bill Gates should be blamed
also and they wonder why many of us don't trust the health authorities anymore when it comes to man-made viruses and the vaccines
that supposed to help with them.
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Absolutely! Those bad birds are propped up as Heros and Saints while anyone with as little as an honest question is maliciously
smeared, slandered, censored. They behave like the pet shop owner who sold the dead parrot and just denied, denied, denied, what
is plain to see, probably smell. Somehow while We, the People, constantly get preached to about personal responsibility, actions
have consequences, somehow all that evaporates for Globalist and those who serve them. They present such a puzzled face as to
why they are not trusted, must be one of those people - Anti-Vaxxxer's, Anti-Science, Anti - whatever they can use that may work to
their beneFt.
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Bill Gates is one of the main Fnanciers and masterminds behind unrestricted global biochemical and psychological warfare, along
with sponsors from the WEF and the UN. Bill Gates controls the policies of mass murder masquerading as "public health" by
controlling the funding of international regulatory bodies. Today, contributions from member states to WHO are capped and
represent only 16% of the budget. 84% of the money comes from Today, the contributions of member states to the WHO are
capped and represent only 16% of the budget.

84% of the money comes from private entities (i.e. unelected rich *** cartels that want to rule the world) private entities (i.e.
unelected rich *** cartels that want to rule the world), top ones are the Bill & Melinda Foundation Gates and GAVI who together
contributed ~$1.2 million to the budget, making them the second largest Fnancier of the WHO. The Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation has funded both BioNTech and Moderna and has proFted from these companies as their poisonous products were
forced, through WHO policies, on billions of people around the world.

The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation also funded the main fraudulent studies Solidarity and Recovery which intentionally
overdosed the patients with lethal doses of hydroxychloroquine. The worldwide narrative that covid is not treatable by repurposed
drugs and gave the US Government-Pharma cartel the cover they needed to push the EUA countermeasures was established
based on these “studies”. sashalatypova.substack.com/p/when-a-philanthropist-gifts-you-a?utm_sou..
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Only idiots accept the lies of the different governments regarding the shots.....anyting that the government claims or the mainstream
reports I take with a grain of salt....If the msm say ; go to the right I will go to the left.....I do not believe their lies.
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How about all of the deaths that were caused by the Covid medications such as Remdesivir? Why is this never talked about?
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JN08752- What about all the people suffering from side effects from almost ALL the medications prescribed to people? The way
the nonstop RX commercials on TV are promoted we should be almost be immortal but seem to be more sick than ever. Hospitals
are packed/cancer/diabetes/heart disease is at epidemic levels yet not one word about keeping our essential nutrient levels at
optimum. Diet and exercise goes a long way but we need proper nutrient levels like magnesium to maintain health. We will never
hear anything about that from mainstream media.
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Fauci deserves a shot in the arm as punishment for genocide. He is truly one of the most evil "humans" on the earth. He will one stay
stand before the Judge of all the earth and suffer for what he has done.
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The pharmaceutical industry is also to blame for pushing the deadly vaccines for Covid-19 also. They are the ones who developed the
deadly vaccines.
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Yes, together with the military, backed by corrupt government and Trump.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Gabriele Segalla, Independent Research Biochemist, Specialist in Chemistry of microemulsions and colloidal systems, author
of scientiFc publications and holder of various international patents, examines in this video some of the most signiFcant aspects
of the criticalities and toxicological potential of an mRNA vaccine.The entire docu-video is based on the study by G. Segalla
recently published in Italian "Chemical-Physical Criticality and Toxicological Potential of Lipid Nanomaterials Contained in a
COVID-19mRNA Vaccine", https://vimeo.com/user3887208  .---------------------------------Dr. Gabriele Segalla, Dr. Hedley Reese, Prof.
Werner Bergholz and many others.

This shows the intent on the part of the “vaccine manufacturers” to cause deadly harm. Because no study was done, because the
health authorities have long since been captured by the oligarchs, The power that was really in charge was the Department of
Defense as RFK, Jr put it in an excellent interview with Sasha Latypova: they just pretended to do these trials so that people would
believe that they had been tested and shown to be "safe and effective." In reality, this (not the virus) is the biological weapon that
the Department of Defense used against its own people, the American people, but also against everyone else.
open.spotify.com/.../7f3mzn5up45t1ARXxwXpkV
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Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM
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The Department of Defense actually created the vaccines. Big Pharma then bought the rights to distribute them.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whoa, who did what to whom? If you listen closely to David Martin, Ralph Baric at the Univ of NC developed the spike
modiFcations (without a Fngerprint) and taught the Chinese Bat Lady how to do this too. Ralph Baric also DEVELOPED Remdesivir,
his work on the dangerous antidote(?) was done in the early 2000's! We learned from Sasha Latypova that the US DoD set up
drug/shot manufacturing agreements in keeping with their pandemic response initiative in 2011 and 2012, signed off in
2012-2013 time. (as an aside,

This explains why the same, \awed Anthrax vaxxn manufacturer, Bio-Port Solutions, rebranded as Emergent Biosolutions, had a
contract for some covid shot manufacturing.) This is perhaps, up until now, one of the clearest timelines outlined by David Martin
in a recent discussion with Sasha Stone: "Are Dr Martin and Sasha Stone dropping the hammer?" - -
www.bitchute.com/.../8Ytz90S8aSIw  - about 35 minutes long. David adds interesting tidbits about the charter of the WHO, set up
as a population control organization, also acting as a giant tax write-off for large donors to their cause.
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Darwina
Joined On 12/29/2022 2:54:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Graymh don't forget the media blamed every single death on Trump so he was easily led by Fauci. The FDA also held back approval
until Biden was elected and the daily death tally on the news also disappeared at that time.  Also everytime Trump spoke about
proper treatments eg hcq, iver and possibly hydrogen peroxide he was denigrated and made out to be a lunatic who tells people to
drink bleach. He and Biden were just pawns in this as they certainly are not medical. The crime was your regulatory authorities and
the mandates were the biggest crime of all.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What this does is simply reinforces those who listen while reading or hearing that they lie. There is no truth in their words. This is why
people are avoiding almost all vaccinations; and why people are turning their hearing off when the FDA or CDC says anything. It is a sad
state of affairs. BUT; may be now people will do their due diligence and use critical thinking before jumping on a band wagon. AND when
fear is used to motivate; they will run in the other direction.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How many ways, days, months, years can we say this Genetic nonsense jab is wicked, evil and totally destructive to ALL mankind, and
everything on this once green Earth...The list is long, but in the end heads will roll, retribution will be swift as they face their Fnal
judgement....Until then we have to stick it out and do the best we can to get the TRUE message out to the rest of humanity..
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That’s right, Segstar. Keep spreading the message of truth. Keep talking to people.
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avo7100
Joined On 6/29/2023 11:10:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm sure your question is rhetorical, but as long as those who are pushing and repeating the lies keep doing it, we also need to
repeat the truth as it is presented. Hopefully, we'll save some who have, until now, remained ignorant or those are now had their
minds opened and are willing to accept the truth.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dude right on, we most deFnitely need to keep in trucking the message out for those who will listen... Avo we are currently in the
minority but don't let that deter ..I live by a simple code "do the best you can, with what's at hand and leave the rest to the Man."
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Joined On 8/18/2022 5:05:11 AM
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Crime against humanity
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Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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And yet it goes on UNabated
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Joined On 10/28/2020 5:57:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Recently unclassiFed DARPA records revealed that SARS-CoV-2 was developed in the Wuhan Institute of Virology by the EcoHealth
Alliance, which was led by Peter Daszak. It was purposely intended to be virulent and humanized, resulting in 6.5 million fatalities.
Anthony Fauci was present. Source-theleadingreport.com/newly-unclassiFed-darpa-docs-conFrm-sars-cov-2-..
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I've read and heard Dr. David E Martin say and show the papers, that covid was invented in the University of Chapel Hill, N. Carolina
by Daszak and Fauci, then taken to China for release.  www.bitchute.com/video/7VMpfRYthDQ2/
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Research was also done at Rocky Mountain Lab in Hamilton MT, across the way from me. Our brave Representative, Matt
Rosendale, is attempting to bring Fauci and the NIAID down.
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Joined On 4/26/2021 9:21:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How many yearly deaths are hidden that are caused by the medical maFa, big pharma drugs, vaccines and mRNA injections? I am betting
the number is now in the millions. We still haven't been told the truth about the JFK assassination and UFOs by the government and some
of that was from 60 years ago. No government agency is in the truth fostering business.
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Graymh
Joined On 7/17/2022 3:23:22 AM
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JFK, murdered by his own government agencies UFOs, a satanic deception by demons, not from another planet for sure.
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Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That is exactly what they did with covid-19 deaths to ramp up the fear: classiFed unrelated deaths as caused by covid for anyone who
tested positive, and received a useful cash handout in the process if I recall. The EU took their own database out of direct public view
when the jab-related deaths reached 20,000. I was following the Fgures at the timer. I Fnd it incredible that some many people have been
complicit in the cover-up during these times.
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The fools do not realize that the government works for corporations and foreign interests....Still the fools keep electing the same thugs in
every election.
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People often forget that it's not who votes it's who counts the votes now
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destatongmail.com
Joined On 2/6/2021 12:39:18 PM
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what Brodybrock12 said - no one is electing anyone and who knows how long this has been the case!
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A neighbor dropped dead within 36 hours of the shot. Another neighbor had so many blood clots they could not remove them all. He was
fully jabbed and then died of (turbo) cancer 6 weeks later. That's 2 right there just near me.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM
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A friend of mine died two weeks ago, a month after getting the Covid and \u shots together.
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I have/had 12 family members, 4 have died of turbo cancer and one of heart attack in the last year, after being fully jabbed. That's
33%
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Every one I know that got is is alive and well. They’re healthier than me and I didn’t get it. They must have been given saline
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michaelrbuley
Joined On 9/15/2013 12:38:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most of my siblings and their kids have gotten the shots. None of my kids and none of their kids.  Had dinner with a woman who
said she and her kids got the shots, and boosters. Then the sicknesses began. Nobody's died, but deFnite illnesses which weren't
there before, and these were healthy people. She said she regrets getting the shots, and won't get any more.  No deaths in my
family. No apparent new illnesses.  The system puts people under hypnosis from the start. They are fast asleep, and believe only
what the TV, MSM, and apparently famous people tell them. What wakes people up from their sleep, if anything ... I don't know.
Most do not ever wake up.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/25/2023 1:18:08 PM
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sun7owerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Acquaintance of my died after getting a covid booster; another friend of my now has blood clotting problems after getting the
PFzer jab. These idiot old farts who live all around me got the jab; must of gotten either a saline solution nor a slow acting jab
because they are all still alive and farting 'round....sorry for this...it's getting late here. i know someone else who died suddenly at
the age of 58 of sudden heart attack; i'm suspecting he got the covid death jab.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/25/2023 10:02:17 PM
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jsmccord7
Joined On 2/16/2010 1:16:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I say to get the real numbers....let's see what the morticians and coroners have to show. % of increase before and after the kill shots and
boosters were administered...!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/25/2023 5:03:22 AM
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, I know that ion the UK for sure Midazolam also was seriously overdosed, on government recommendations in care homes I
think funeral director John O'Looney? has an interview on the issues.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/25/2023 5:27:26 AM
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Graymh
Joined On 7/17/2022 3:23:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Problem is, governments are not interested in facts or truth. They are all liars who care nothing for truth or the people.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/25/2023 6:07:56 AM
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My friend lived in Florida and just died (in my opinion from the jab). The consignment shop owner who will take away the furniture
said there have been a lot of deaths lately. Everyone related to dealing with the after-effects of death notice the uptick.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/25/2023 8:15:10 AM
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HailOden
Joined On 11/4/2023 2:01:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you died after getting hit by a car you died from covid. Remember how they upped the death count of covid deaths that way. Well they're
just twisting the same narrative to suit their situation.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/25/2023 10:14:34 AM
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boxerdogofmine
Joined On 2/10/2023 8:37:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As if that is a surprise. It was never ever meant to help people, only to harm. When you watch Gates telling people that the best way to

What Can the Smallpox
Vaccine Disaster Teach Us
About Spike Protein
Injuries?
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depopulate the world is with vaccines, why do people still think they are safe. We invited a neighbor over for Thanksgiving because he is
alone. Somehow just before he left we got in the subject of vaccines. He tells me he has had all of them “and there’s nothing wrong with
me.” That’s debatable. I had no idea how far left he is because he’s so wishy washy anytime you ask him a question. He’s supposed to be
really smart, he’s a psychiatrist. That explains it
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lol on "smart and being a psychiatrist". Now that is funny. Some of the most dysfunctional messed up people I know are
psychiatrists
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"Medical conFdentiality laws." The contrived proverbial 'rug' under which all catastrophic errors, deliberate or otherwise, can be swept.
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The military has its own version of VARES called DMED which can only be Fled by a doctor, and it conFrms the VARES reporting
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Even DMED was tampered with when excess deaths and disability started showing up in it. Hide the side effects at all costs.
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This is a disgrace and they are obviously liars. They are hiding behind a broken system they created! Fix the system if that is in fact the
problem, although we know its not. I do have a real issue though with healthimpactnews.com. How can you Dr. Mercola advertise them?
Have you read their propaganda? I am deeply saddened and disappointed that you felt you need to promote them when you caouldve
gotten this info from anywhere.
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So to clear up the confusion blatantly created by the CDC's intentional "mis-information" and double speak: a car crash automatically
counts as a COVID death if the \awed PCR test is positive. They are confusing COVID deaths with "vaccine" deaths. A car crash is NOT
counted as a "vaccine" death as they would have you believe and is NOT put into the VAERS system. That is, unless the effects of the
vaccine caused impairment of driving ability such as stroke or sudden death. Even then, these instances, though legit, generally go
unreported to VAERS. The incompetence displayed just in this video alone is absolutely inconceivable. They are masters of deception. To
be this cavalier they must know the justice system is on the take in their favor. Even most vaccine skeptics still believe that the vaccines
can reduce hospitalizations and deaths. But in reality they do the opposite.
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Only 1 to 3% of injury or death post Vax are being reported. These 2 have lied about actual data covid related. In 2020 Walensky said "you
don't have to aspirate the needle before injection.
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If you have seen a vial of the "shot", it says on the bottle "for intramuscular use only". The shot has to be aspirated or there is risk
of it getting into the bloodstream where it will circulate throughout the body. Borla even stated that the shot is supposed to stay in
the muscle. I have talked to several nurses about this and they say the only way you can be sure it goes into the muscle is to
aspirate. If you see blood then you have to re-inject with another shot. This is medicine 101and for Walensky to say this was with
purposful intent not out of ignorance. This is the 800lb gorilla in the room and Walensky has to be held accountable, along with all
the medical "professionals" who knew better and didn't ask questions.
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Of course the covid death jabs deaths were covered up. This is another bioweapon made up to cull us off; come on we all know this. This
along with all the other weapons that the globalist cabal has set in place to be rid of us middle class "useless eaters." Another part of their
Great Reset, One World Order agenda.
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It was brought up as to whether or not Tommy Tuberville was kowtowing to Walensky and Fauci. Regardless, I strongly believe there are a
lot of greedy members of Congress who do not want to turn off the spigot of ca$h coming in from Big Pharma. But for the few who are
continuing the quest to prosecute the agents of death, I strongly believe their efforts will not fall by the wayside. We must all keep up the
Fght. Keep talking to people. Never give up!
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Not "lies" technically--they avoided answering the actual questions and delivered the word salad of their choice. Infuriating.
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I know many people whose lives were forever ruined! Bosses son got destroyed from PFzer! Dr is baied and denies that it was the jibby!
My boss got a wink wink from the nurse while discussing that with them. Bladder doesn’t function anymore so a permanent bag strapped
to his leg as well as paralysis from the waist down. GBS or transverse myelitis! He knows that shot did this! Pretty sure it didn’t get
reported!
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Know 3 people personally who have endured the aftermath of the injections, and I'm just one person on the planet...a dot.
Extrapolate this. The # has got to be immense!
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communist death centers KABOOM
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That ALL data related to C19 was of horrible quality was evident from the very start. It was so horribly collected that's it's simply not
possible it be by accident. However, in the end, there's one set of data you can't hide. All cause mortality. And that's a really simple
analysis : "If it looks like a duck, swims like a duck, and quacks like a duck, then it probably is a duck". And if you claim it's not a duck
then, YOU show ME what it is.
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We hear "follow the money" and think greed is why certain things are done. We rarely realize that money has POWER. If there is a good,
honest way to do something,and the bad way makes more money, proFt margins will drive the good way totally out of business unless
there is successful regulation or enough people Fnd out and care suLciently. So when CONgress protected the vax industry in 1986, the
following were at once inevitable (and have happened) 1. There would be more and more vaxes. 2.

Corners would be cut 3. Vaxes would grow more and more dangerous, disabling and killing more and more people, until 4. There would
come a vax that would disable and kill so many people that even lazy gullible people would realize something is wrong. ~~~~The HPV
vax had 30 times more VAERS reports than all which preceded it. Few woke up. Its use is expanding. How about the COVID jabs. Recent
examination of excess deaths concludes that this jab killed 18 million people worldwide. I don't think that would be been enough if there
were not also 1 in 8 recipients injured enough to miss work.

Leftie columnist Naomi Wolf says her crowd of jab pushers are sober now, much less self-assured, and wondering whether the jab will
shorten their lives. But 95% of kindergarten children still get all their shots. That's down 2%--ex-vaxxers have doubled. So it looks like
we'll need a worse one before the lazy Fnally do their research and Fnd out the real histories of deadly diseases, vaxxes, and public
sanitation.
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What about the reports that many have turned away from any shots?
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Please read “Facing the Beast” by Naomi Wolf
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There's no problem. If they just "bungle" for another year or so (or really, until their next crisis had been activated) there won't be any
critical mass of those directly affected to respond effectively. This is how all government works. Bloat, ineLciency, incompetence and
outright corruption represent 90% of all government output.
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I have been off of the site for approximately 4 months and it seems I havent missed a single day . We see the atrocities happening in the
middle east and in every country far and wide with the illegal immigrants \owing into every country except 1 . Now for those of you so
blind to the obvious I will give you a hint who writes the policies for all countries . The question is which country allows no illegals in and
you must take a DNA test to enter and live in said country . I forgot truth doesnt matter on this forum only dancing around the obvious .
Most of the human race is DOOMED if the truth is always hidden by the perps .Wake up while you are still able to wake . Good Luck to all
those not afraid to tell the truth .
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USA
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Yes JHY....the redundancy is truly deafening isn't it
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Guillermou - here is some information about excess deaths in the Philippines
too....makismd.substack.com/.../excess-deaths-in-philippines-262000
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I suspect that this "enforced shot" had other purposes and one was to see how obedient and trustworthy of the government people are.
It's amazing that so many people who could be considered intelligent bought into this experiment.
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Have clients who are multi millionaires and some billionaires! Doctors as well! All jabbed up! One is an oncologist! How’s those
cancer rates?  All so smart but dumb AF with no common sense! All watch the tell lie vision religiously! CNN, FOX, etc! All that
garbage!
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For those who are familiar with A Midwestern Doctor, this is a very recent substack article on this
topic...www.midwesterndoctor.com/p/why-do-so-many-people-hate-the-vaccine-1d7
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